PONTOON BOAT PROTECTORS INSTRUCTIONS (CONT.)

Mounting Instructions (cont.)

2) Attach safety rope to cleat or tie to rail of boat.

3) To ensure proper sliding action, push suction cups to top of slots. (see illustration 1 on reverse side) Turn tabs on suction cups to outside for easy removal. (see illustration 2 on reverse side)

4) Position top 2 suction cups on plastic mylar plate or side of pontoon fence. Push down firmly to stick in place. The foam strip below top suction cups should be against the rub rail.

5) Secure bottom suction cup to aluminum pontoon above the water line. If necessary, adjust bungee cord to desired length by retying with a square knot. Cord should be fairly tight to ensure return movement of bumper.

6) To remove protector from boat, release suction cups by pulling up on the suction cup tabs. (see illustration 2 on reverse side).

ALUMINUM BOAT PROTECTORS INSTRUCTIONS

CONGRATULATIONS - YOU HAVE JUST PURCHASED THE FINEST PROTECTION AVAILABLE FOR YOUR ALUMINUM BASS BOAT. THESE BOAT PROTECTORS ARE SPECIFICALLY MADE FOR TORNAMENT SERIES LUND BOATS AND CRESTLINER FISHING BOATS. IF APPLIED AND USED CORRECTLY, THE AKUA BASS BOAT PROTECTOR BY TAYLOR MADE WILL PROTECT YOUR BOAT FROM DOCK DAMAGE FOR YEARS TO COME.

Mylar Plastic Plate Mounting Instructions - Boats with "ribbed" gunnels

1) Determine "touch points of boat. The touch-points are where your boat would hit or touch the dock.
   This area is generally even with the windshield and at the back of the boat a couple of feet from the boats corner.

2) Peel adhesive backing from the 2 clear mylar plastic plates provided. Press the plastic plates on top of the gunnel centered with the "touch-points" area you determined. Press firmly to adhere plates to gunnel surface.

3) If, for any reason, you need to remove the mylar plastic plates, use the following procedure: Peel plate from boat surface - use mineral spirits to remove remaining adhesive. Be careful not to peel paint from boat surface. Taylor Made Products is not responsible for any paint or decal damage.

Mounting Instructions

1) Wipe surface of mylar plate and suction cups with towel or cloth. Suction cups will not adhere to a dirty or filmy surface.

2) Attach safety rope to cleat or tie to inside of boat.

3) To ensure proper sliding action, push suction cups to top of slots. (see illustration 1 on reverse side) Turn tabs on suction cups to outside for easy removal. (see illustration 2 on reverse side)

4) Position top 2 suction cups on plastic mylar plate. Push down firmly to stick in place.

5) Secure bottom suction cup above the water line. If necessary, adjust bungee cord to desired length by retying with a square knot.

6) If any bend (especially the top bend) on the Aluminum Boat Protector does not allow proper fit with your boat's gunnel, the protector can easily be rebent to fit your boat. Using care and common sense precautions, use a high setting on a hair blow dryer to heat the fender until it can be bent (approximately 2-3 minutes). Wearing gloves, bend the protector to fit your boat. When bends fit your boat, plunge the newly bent fender into cold water for 30 seconds to set the new bend.

7) To remove protector from boat, release suction cups by pulling up on the suction cup tabs. (see illustration 2 on reverse side).
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